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Opinion Current Problems in the Media The burgeoning problems with the media have been documented in
great detail by researchers, academicians and journalists themselves: High levels of inaccuracies Public
confidence in the media, already low, continues to slip. According to an in-depth study by the American
Society of Newspaper Editors in , 23 percent of the public find factual errors in the news stories of their daily
paper at least once a week while more than a third of the public - 35 percent - see spelling or grammar
mistakes in their newspaper more than once a week. The study also found that 73 percent of adults in America
have become more skeptical about the accuracy of their news. The level of inaccuracy noticed is even higher
when the public has first-hand knowledge of a news story. Almost 50 percent of the public reports having had
first-hand knowledge of a news event at some time even though they were not personally part of the story. Of
that group, only 51 percent said the facts in the story were reported accurately, with the remainder finding
errors ranging from misinterpretations to actual errors. The Columbia Journalism Review and the nonprofit,
nonpartisan research firm Public Agenda polled senior journalists nationwide in on various questions.
Sensationalism There is tendency for the press to play up and dwell on stories that are sensational - murders,
car crashes, kidnappings, sex scandals and the like. In a study by the American Society of Newspaper Editors,
eighty percent of the American public said they believe "journalists chase sensational stories because they
think it will sell papers, not because they think it is important news. Mistakes regularly left uncorrected A poll
by the Columbia Journalism Review and the nonprofit research firm Public Agenda of senior journalists
nationwide found: Fully 70 percent of the respondents felt that most news organizations do a "poor" 20
percent or "fair" 50 percent job of informing the public about errors in their reporting. Barely a quarter called
it "good. Almost four in ten of those people interviewed feel sure many factual errors are never corrected
because reporters and editors are eager to hide their mistakes. More than half think most news organizations
lack proper internal guidelines for making corrections. A majority 52 percent thinks the media needs to give
corrections more prominent display. Over 40 percent said their news organization does not even have a person
designated to review and assess requests for corrections. Poor coverage of important issues While the media is
busy covering sensationalist stories, issues that affect our lives and the whole world receive little attention.
The Environment A study by the Center for Media and Public Affairs found the number of stories about the
environment on the network news went from in and in to only in and in At the same time, the number of
stories about entertainment soared from in and 95 in , to stories in , and in Meanwhile, getting environmental
stories into print, or on the air, has never been more difficult. What difference does it make? The only
countries to reach that target have been the Scandinavian countries. The US ranks at the very bottom with a
pathetic 0. A sizeable amount of our aid is political in nature and does not go toward benefiting people in
need. Even when private donations are included in the mix, our country still ranks at the bottom in total giving
per capita. According to the World Health Organization about 28, people who die every day around the world
could be saved easily with basic care. In all, last year 8. When Americans are asked what percentage of the
GDP for international aid would be reasonable, the answers range from 1 percent to 5 percent. Similarly, when
asked what percentage of the federal budget should go to foreign aid, Americans on average said 14 percent,
and that in fact, they thought 20 percent was currently being allocated. The actual amount of our budget
allocated is 1 percent. Yet the press rarely reports on any of the above â€” that we give so little, that we are
avoiding what we agreed to, that Americans think giving at a higher level would be reasonable, that we think
we are giving far more than we are, and that a huge number of deaths every day eight times the number that
died in the attacks , are a direct result of not receiving basic care. When the press does report on foreign aid,
the media often perpetuates the myth that we give substantially and in proportion to our means. Education
Large numbers of Americans give low ratings to the media for school coverage. Educators and journalists
agreed. Nonprofit media organizations rate far higher on educating the public than for-profit entities A
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seven-month series of polls by the Center for Policy Attitudes and Center for International and Security
Studies at the University of Maryland found that Americans receiving their news from nonprofit organizations
were far more likely to have accurate perceptions related to American foreign policy than those receiving their
information from for-profit entities. The study also found the variations could not be explained as a result of
differences in the demographic characteristics of each audience, because the variations were also found when
comparing the demographic subgroups of each audience. For example, in three areas of information related to
Iraq whether weapons of mass destruction had been found, if clear evidence had been found linking Iraq and
al-Qaeda and if worldwide public opinion supported the war in Iraq , only 23 percent of those who received
their information from PBS and NPR had an inaccurate perception, while 55 percent of those who received
their information from CNN or NBC had an inaccurate perception, 61 percent for ABC, 71 percent for CBS
and 80 percent for Fox. Similarly, on the specific question of whether the majority of the people in the world
favored the U. Those receiving information from the other networks fell into a similar pattern as demonstrated
in the example above: Fox at 69 percent, NBC at 56 percent and CNN at 54 percent - all with rates of
misperception twice as high as the nonprofit media organizations. When the percentages of people
misperceiving in each area were averaged, it was found that those receiving information from for-profit
broadcast media outlets were nearly three times as likely to misperceive as those receiving from the nonprofit
media organizations. Those receiving their information from Fox News showed the highest average rate of
misperceptions -- 45 percent -- while those receiving their information from PBS and NPR showed the lowest
- 11 percent. The study found similar patterns also existed within demographic groups, and that differences in
demographics could not explain the variations in levels of misperception. For example, the average rate for all
Republicans for the three key misperceptions was 43 percent. This same pattern occurred in polled Democrats
and Independents. This pattern was observed at other educational levels as well. Here is an example from
research done by Laura Haniford of the University of Michigan. She found that from to , The Ann Arbor News
published 11 articles on the achievement gap in local schools; then suddenly, in , 92 achievement-gap articles
appeared; then, gap coverage virtually disappeared again, plummeting to two articles in What amazed her was
that during that entire period the achievement gap remained substantial and virtually unchanged. The media
does not cover itself Of the roughly 1, daily newspapers in the U. What critical reporting exists, though at
times is refreshingly good, it is for the most part timid and superficial. Every journalist surely also knows that
the old-time standards Most of us in the business, however, stand by as mere observers If this were happening
in any other profession or power center in American life, the media would be all over the story, holding the
offending institution up to a probing light. When law firms breach ethical canons, Wall Street brokerages
cheat clients or managed-care companies deny crucial care to patients, we journalists consider it news and
frequently put it on the front page. But when our own profession is the offender, we go soft. By failing to
cover ourselves, we have made ourselves complacent, virtually assured that because we are not likely to be
scrutinized by our peers, we are safe in our careless or abusive practices. In October, , for example, Gannett
Co. In the same month, the E. As a loyal American, trained as a journalist some 45 years ago, I am convinced
that journalists in the U. Do enough people care? Meanwhile, the push for corporate profit margins much
higher than those of average American businesses goes on â€” with 40 to percent in the electronic media and
12 to 45 percent in the print media common during Gordon, a professor of news media and public policy at
the Evans School of Public Affairs at the University of Washington and formerly the dean of the school, in a
Seattle Times column August 08, The American public agrees with Overholser and Gordon. In an in-depth by
the American Society of Newspaper Editors, 59 percent of Americans said newspapers are concerned mainly
with making profits rather than serving the public interest. Media outlets are investing less in the quality of
what they do According to the Project for Excellence in Journalism, there are 2, fewer reporters employed by
newspapers in than there were in The number of jobs lost is believed to have continued falling in The Project
for Excellence in Journalism said Internet news also experienced cutbacks: Our data suggest that news
organizations have imposed more cutbacks in their Internet operations than in their old media, and where the
investment has come is in technology for processing information, not people to gather it. Only 17 percent gave
the correct answer: Despite wide knowledge of the above polls and others similar to them, the media did little
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to correct the misperceptions and in fact, may have continued feeding them. In all, almost 50 percent of
registered voters were able to recognize none or only one of the twelve candidate positions. Only 10 percent
knew more than half of the policy positions about which they were asked. Those days are gone however. The
gut decision that journalists have to make is whether they want to be regarded as professionals with honor or
merely as pickup teams of scribblers and windbags. Since , two-thirds of independent newspaper owners and
one-third of independent television owners have disappeared. The three largest newspaper publishers control
25 percent of daily newspaper circulation worldwide. While the Internet has become a valuable new source of
information, the vast majority of Americans continue to rely on television, newspaper, and radio as their
primary sources of news information.
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Folk news[ edit ] Evidence suggests that cultures around the world have found a place for people to share
stories about interesting new information. Among Zulus, Mongolians, Polynesians, and American
Southerners, anthropologists have documented the practice of questioning travelers for news as a matter of
priority. Starting in England, coffeehouses served as important sites for the spread of news, even after
telecommunications became widely available. Travelers on pilgrimages to Mecca traditionally stay at
caravanserais , roadside inns, along the way, and these places have naturally served as hubs for gaining news
of the world. These were carved in metal or stone and posted in public places. The Zulu Kingdom used
runners to quickly disseminate news. In West Africa, news can be spread by griots. In most cases, the official
spreaders of news have been closely aligned with holders of political power. In thirteenth-century Florence,
criers known as banditori arrived in the market regularly, to announce political news, to convoke public
meetings, and to call the populace to arms. In and â€”, laws were established governing their appointment,
conduct, and salary. These laws stipulated how many times a banditoro was to repeat a proclamation forty and
where in the city they were to read them. These criers were sent to read official announcements in
marketplaces, highways, and other well-traveled places, sometimes issuing commands and penalties for
disobedience. Thus, political, religious, and commercial interests have historically controlled, expanded, and
monitored communications channels by which news could spread. Postal services have long been closely
entwined with the maintenance of political power in a large area. These can have ranged from smoke and fire
signals to advanced systems using semaphore codes and telescopes. China , where reports gathered by officials
were eventually compiled as the Spring and Autumn Annals. The annals, whose compilation is attributed to
Confucius , were available to a sizeable reading public and dealt with common news themesâ€”though they
straddle the line between news and history. Between and , the Kaiyuan Za Bao "Bulletin of the Court" of the
Chinese Tang Dynasty published government news; it was handwritten on silk and read by government
officials. The system depended on hikyaku, runners, and regularly spaced relay stations. By this method, news
could travel between Kyoto and Kamakura in 5â€”7 days. Special horse-mounted messengers could move
information at the speed of kilometers per day. This system was initially used only by the government, taking
private communications only at exorbitant prices. Private services emerged and in established their own
nakama guild. They became even faster, and created an effective optical telegraphy system using flags by day
and lanterns and mirrors by night. At 33 kilometres per day, a runner would take two months to bring a
message across the Hanseatic League from Bruges to Riga. The driving force of this new development was the
commercial advantage provided by up-to-date news. Sponsorship flavored the contents of each series, which
were circulated under many different names. Subscribers included clerics, diplomatic staff, and noble families.
By the last quarter of the seventeenth century avvisi long passages from were finding their way into published
monthlies such as the Mercure de France and, in northern Italy, Pallade veneta. For the Holy Roman Empire ,
Emperor Maximillian I in authorized two brothers from the Italian Tasso family, Francesco and Janettto, to
create a network of courier stations linked by riders. They began with a communications line between
Innsbruck and Mechelen and grew from there. These riders could travel kilometers in a day. Indeed, personal
correspondence sometimes acted only as a convenient channel through which news could flow across a larger
network. History of newspapers and magazines The spread of paper and the printing press from China to
Europe preceded a major advance in the transmission of news. Private newsletters containing important
intelligence therefore remained in use by people who needed to know. The new format, which mashed
together numerous unrelated and perhaps dubious reports from far-flung locations, created a radically new and
jarring experience for its readers. By , England had created a licensing system for the press and banned
"seditious opinions". In France, censorship was even more constant. Thus by offering free postage to
newspapers wishing to exchange copies, the Postal Service Act subsidized a rapidly growing news network
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through which different stories could percolate. Economically oriented newspapers published new types of
data enabled the advent of statistics , especially economic statistics which could inform sophisticated
investment decisions. Yet, as in the case other newspapers, the incorporation of advertising into the newspaper
led to justified reservations about accepting newspaper information at face value. Some liberalization and
diversification took place in the s. In he began using pigeons for communications to Paris, London, and
Brussels. Havas began to use the electric telegraph when it became available. With the value of international
news at a premium, governments, businesses, and news agencies moved aggressively to reduce transmission
times. In , Reuters had the scoop on the Lincoln assassination , reporting the news in England twelve days
after the event took place. The rebels proceeded to disrupt the British telegraph network, which was rebuilt
with more redundancies. In , the Party renamed the agency Xinhua , New China. The wire services maintained
close relationships with their respective national governments, which provided both press releases and
payments. In order to send goods to another area, merchants needed to know first whether in fact to send off
the goods and to what place. Information costs and speed were essential for these decisions. To the displeasure
of many listeners, the BBC took an unambiguously pro-government stance against the strikers. The Paley
family founded CBS soon after. This operation was financed mostly with advertising and public relations
money. The Nazi Party made use of the radio in its rise to power in Germany, with much of its propaganda
focused on attacking the Soviet Bolsheviks. The British and Italian foreign radio services competed for
influence in North Africa. All four of these broadcast services grew increasingly vitriolic as the European
nations prepared for war. Listeners followed along with developments throughout the day. Murrow , who first
entered the public ear as a war reporter in London, made the big leap to television to become an iconic
newsman on CBS and later the director of the United States Information Agency. It used Arabsat to broadcast.
Department of Defense and used mostly by academics. It became available to a wider public with the release
of the Netscape browser in The Oklahoma City Daily posted news to its site within hours. Two of the only
news sites capable of hosting images, the San Jose Mercury News and Time magazine, posted photographs of
the scene. The speed of news flow to individuals has also reached a new plateau. Zbigniew Brzezinski called
this period the "technetronic era", in which "global reality increasingly absorbs the individual, involves him,
and even occasionally overwhelms him. The propagation of internet-capable mobile devices has also given
rise to the citizen journalist , who provide an additional perspective on unfolding events. News media today[
edit ] News can travel through different communication media. Events that used to take hours or days to
become common knowledge in towns or in nations are fed instantaneously to consumers via radio , television ,
mobile phone , and the internet. Speed of news transmission, of course, still varies wildly on the basis of
where and how one lives.
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Notable events during the modern period of universal history include two world wars and the Cold War ,
characterized by the rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union. The Cold War began in and
lasted until The Space Age was concurrent with this time, encompassing the activities related to the Space
Race , space exploration , space technology, and the cultural developments influenced by these events. Pax
Americana is an appellation applied to the historical concept of relative liberal peace in the Western world ,
resulting from the preponderance of power enjoyed by the United States of America after the end of World
War II in The post world experienced the establishment of many new states. Throughout the post period, the
Cold War was expressed through military coalitions, espionage, weapons development, invasions,
propaganda, and competitive technological development. The Soviet Union created the Eastern Bloc of
countries that it occupied, annexing some as Soviet Socialist Republics and maintaining others as satellite
states that would later form the Warsaw Pact. The conflict included defense spending, a conventional and
nuclear arms race , and various proxy wars ; the two superpowers never fought one another directly. The post
world saw the end of the totalitarian regimes of the Cold War and the ending of client state status for many
states. The Cold war was effectively ended by the Revolutions of , and the Malta Summit on December 3,
The Soviet Union was dissolved on December 26, The Pinochet regime collapsed in In Southeast Asia , the
right-wing developmental dictatorships were overthrown by popular uprisings. Partial map of the Internet
based in The Information Age or Information Era, also commonly known as the Age of the Computer, is an
idea that the current age will be characterized by the ability of individuals to transfer information freely, and to
have instant access to knowledge that would have been difficult or impossible to find previously. The idea is
heavily linked to the concept of a Digital Age or Digital Revolution , and carries the ramifications of a shift
from traditional industry that the Industrial Revolution brought through industrialization, to an economy based
around the manipulation of information. The period is generally said to have begun in the latter half of the
20th century, though the particular date varies. The term began its use around the late s and early s, and has
been used up to the present with the availability of the Internet. During the late s, both Internet directories and
search engines were popularâ€” Yahoo! By late , the directory model had begun to give way to search engines,
tracking the rise of Google founded , which had developed new approaches to relevancy ranking. Directory
features, while still commonly available, became after-thoughts to search engines. Database size, which had
been a significant marketing feature through the early s decade , was similarly displaced by emphasis on
relevancy ranking, the methods by which search engines attempt to sort the best results first. It has led to the
development and evolution of web-based communities, hosted services , and web applications. Examples
include social-networking sites , video-sharing sites , wikis , blogs, mashups and folksonomies. Social
networking emerged in the early 21st century as a popular social communication, largely replacing much of
the function of email, message boards and instant messaging services. Twitter , Facebook , and YouTube are
all major examples of social websites that gained widespread popularity. The information distribution
continued into the early 21st century with mobile interaction and Internet access growing massively in the
early 21st century. By the s, a majority of people in the developed world had Internet access and a majority of
people worldwide had a mobile phone. The Semantic Web dubbed, " Web 3. With the rise of information
technology, computer security , and information security in general, is a concern for computers and networks.
Concerns include information and services which are protected from unintended or unauthorized access,
change or destruction. This has also raised questions of Internet privacy and personal privacy globally. Late
contemporary times[ edit ] Terrorism and warfare[ edit ] Major political developments in the s decade for the
United States and the Middle East revolved around recent modern terrorism , the War on Terrorism , the
Afghanistan War , and the Iraq War. The September 11 attacks - which were described as a "watershed
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moment" of contemporary history - were a series of coordinated suicide attacks by Al-Qaeda upon the United
States on 11 September On that morning, 19 Al-Qaeda terrorists hijacked four commercial passenger jet
airliners. Both buildings collapsed within two hours, destroying nearby buildings and damaging others. The
hijackers crashed a third airliner into the Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia , just outside Washington, D. The
fourth plane crashed into a field near Shanksville in rural Somerset County, Pennsylvania , after some of its
passengers and flight crew attempted to retake control of the plane, which the hijackers had redirected toward
Washington, D. Major terrorist events after the 11 September Attacks include the Moscow Theatre Siege , the
Istanbul bombings , the Madrid train bombings , the Beslan school hostage crisis , the London bombings , the
October New Delhi bombings , and the Mumbai Hotel Siege. The United States responded to the 11
September attacks by launching a "Global War on Terrorism", invading Afghanistan to depose the Taliban ,
who had harbored al-Qaeda terrorists, and enacting the Patriot Act. Many other countries also strengthened
their anti-terrorism legislation and expanded law enforcement powers. The aim of the invasion was to find the
whereabouts of Osama bin Laden and other high-ranking al-Qaeda members and put them on trial, to destroy
the whole organization of al-Qaeda , and to remove the Taliban regime which supported and gave safe harbor
to al-Qaeda. The Bush administration policy and the Bush Doctrine stated forces would not distinguish
between terrorist organizations and nations or governments that harbor them. Two military operations in
Afghanistan are fighting for control over the country. Operation Enduring Freedom OEF is a United States
combat operation involving some coalition partners and operating primarily in the eastern and southern parts
of the country along the Pakistan border. The multinational infantry actions, with additional ground forces
supplied by the Afghan Northern Alliance , and aerial bombing campaign removed the Taliban from power,
but Taliban forces have since regained some strength. Violence against coalition forces and among various
sectarian groups soon led to asymmetric warfare with the Iraqi insurgency , strife between many Sunni and
Shia Iraqi groups, and al-Qaeda operations in Iraq. President Barack Obama announced an month withdrawal
window for "combat forces".
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Social Movements Creating News and Culture Much of the sociological perspective about how news is
created comes from researchers with the culturalist theory perspective. Journalists themselves also remain
keenly aware of these issues and carefully study them. The central problem comes from the fact that many
more events occur than the media can ever report on. Journalists must look at all the information and events
before them and make decisions about what they report and what they do not. Because newspapers go to press
on strict deadlines to be delivered on time, and because news shows must air live at regular times, deadlines in
the news business are absolute. This situation forces reporters and news editors to make difficult decisions
under pressure and with limited time. Journalists also face competition to sell their news product. Newspapers
run stories with the widest appeal to sell more papers and to draw more advertising. Television, and
increasingly Internet news sites, compete to draw advertisers as well, and again, must frame their news to
address the needs, interests, tastes, and appeal of the audience. As journalists make decisions about what to
include and exclude, they are making choices about what is newsworthy, and, in fact, what is news. In other
words, journalists and media critics alike recognize that news reporters do as much to create the news as they
do to report it, which means they also create reality as they report it. A principle espoused by many media
experts adds to these issues. These experts argue that the form of communication the medium used plays a role
in what kind of information journalists select. Whereas newspapers emphasize the written word, television
relies upon visual images, which means that events or information that can be conveyed through visual images
are routinely presented while more verbal information or events receive little or no airtime. Critics refer to this
as a tyranny of the image. They point to the shift in television news reporting that has taken place from the s
and s to the s. Today, local newscasts can range anywhere from 30 to 90 minutes, and although the evening
news includes some business and political reporting, crime and disasters overwhelm the airwaves. News has
shifted from reporting information to telling stories: The news covers information and events that have clear
plot lines or riveting drama because these stories play well with visual images. Static analyses of economic or
business trends do not have the same dramatic appeal and rarely appear on network or local TV news, even
though such information may impact the audience to a greater degree. Experts worry that too much reliance on
visual images and television will distort reality and prevent the adequate reporting of vital information. They
look in particular at economic news, which affects all people. The news generally confines such information to
the stock market results and a few other key statistics, which it fails to fully explain or put into context.
Defenders of televised news respond that the visual images in many cases recount events more accurately and
more objectively than verbal communication.
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Long before satellite, social media and YouTube, the BBC news item from Ethiopia went viral â€” transmitted
by television stations worldwide. Bob Geldof viewed the news that day and, as a result, that famine report
eventually became the focus of a new style of celebrity fundraising. This produced another key television
memory, the Live Aid extravaganza in July , which itself became a transforming moment in modern media
history. Why had no one been able to focus crucial media attention much earlier, when the widespread food
shortages were first becoming evident? The conclusion was that often a famine is only judged to be
newsworthy once horrible images are present. But, worryingly, after the famine in east Africa in , similar
criticism of media interest coming too late was still being made. Today, the same thing is happening elsewhere
in Africa. Just as in s Ethiopia and Somalia, the conclusions of Amartya Sen are being played out: The
preference for keeping the story simple omits the crucial social and political context of famine. In the
authoritarian Ethiopian regime of Mengistu Haile Mariam was fighting a civil war against Tigrayan and
Eritrean insurgents. It is no accident that these were the areas starving because, to a large extent, the
government was deliberately causing the famine. It was bombing markets and trade convoys to disrupt food
supply chains. Yet this story of man-made misery was sidestepped. Instead, the reporting was about failing
rains, which kept things simple for both journalists and aid agencies. This also suited an authoritarian
government that did not want foreign journalists nosing around. The UK government also stuck to the simple
narrative. The urgent departmental response group, which met daily to brief senior ministers in reaction to the
BBC news reports, called itself the Ethiopian drought group â€” in the belief that this was what the problem
was all about. It was not only the simplification that impaired the reporting but crucial omissions and a
misunderstanding of much of the aid effort. The Ethiopian government also had deliberate strategies to
manipulate donations in pursuit of its brutal resettlement policies. Victims of famine were lured into feeding
camps only to be forced on to planes and transported far away from their homes. Some estimate the number of
deaths from this policy to be higher than those from famine. Others preferred to keep quiet and stay. The
minutes of the Band Aid Charitable Trust reveal inklings of misuse and misappropriation of aid, but indicate a
view was taken that it was better not to object. Little of this messy complexity was conveyed by the media at
the time to audiences who had empathised with the victims, donated generously and wanted to see suffering
relieved. Aid agencies know that straightforward natural disasters are much easier to communicate than
trickier man-made crises. Fundraising for the humanitarian disaster in Syria has been difficult â€” a complex
story without clear goodies and baddies is not an easy one to convey, either for journalists or NGOs. So how
much has changed since Buerk reported from Ethiopia? In the only voices were from a white reporter and a
European aid worker. A contemporary news report would be more inclusive. But much is the same. Not only
has the problem of the media ignoring famine until it is a catastrophe and then simplifying the explanation
recurred many times, but also some of the same abuses associated with resettlement are still taking place in
Ethiopia. There is also the vexed question of stereotypical depictions of Africa. But many images used in
fundraising and reporting Africa still rely on those same tropes. Even today, the nexus of politics, media and
aid are influenced by the coverage of a famine 30 years ago. Famine, Aid, Politics and the Media Topics.
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